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Finally Returned Home, Reef McKeenaFinds His Beloved Alaska Facing Its Greatest

ThreatGrowing up, goody-two-shoes Kirra Jacobs and troublemaker Reef McKenna were always at

odds. Now, working together as search-and-rescue for Alaska's arduous Iditarod race, a growing

attraction seems to be forcing aside old arguments. Then Reef catches Kirra sneaking from camp in

the middle of the night. Kirra's uncle, a musher in the race, has disappeared. Kirra and Reef quickly

track the man, but what they discover is harrowing: Frank's daughter has been kidnapped. Kirra and

Reef, along with the entire McKenna family, are thrown into a race to stop a shadowy villain who is

not only threatening a girl's life--but appears willing to unleash one of the largest disasters Alaska

has ever seen. Pettrey is the Winner of the 2014 Daphne du Maurier Award for Inspirational

Romantic Suspense"Pettrey keeps the stakes high for her characters and her readers who know

and love the whole McKenna clan will be pushing for romance to bloom as suspense mounts."

Booklist about Silenced "Readers who enjoy Lynette Eason, Irene Hannon, and DiAnn Mills will add

this to their to-read list."	Library Journal about Stranded "I have not been this enthralled since the

O'Malley series by Dee Henderson!" Christian Manifesto
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Age Appropriate For: 16 and up for some violence and romanceBest for Ages: 18 and upAfter

finishing three of these books in a matter of a week, I was eagerly looking forward to the last

instilment of this series. By the time I finished, it was sad to say goodbye. I have really come to love

the McKenna family and wish there were more adventures to come. However, the series wrapped

up everything nicely in the end.One of the things I have come to really love about Pettreyâ€™s

stories is that she tackles some really hard issues without going into so much detail as to horrify the

reader, but also doesnâ€™t gloss it over. That is a hard balance, especially with the topic in this

book, but she manages. It is always hard to read about someone elseâ€™s pain.Neither Reef or

Kirra were my favorite characters, nor did I feel especially close to them. Yet, their story drew me in.

I think that Pettreyâ€™s strength is that she draws the reader into the story, no matter how they feel

about the characters. My favorite part of the whole story has to be Jack trying to propose to his girl,

but he keeps being interrupted.Out of all the series, this had to be the strongest mystery. Some of

the others had some holes, but this one was pretty tight, and felt more suspenseful. It kept me

flipping pages and made the ending highly satisfying.The romance was not my favorite of the

McKennaâ€™s, and I thought one of the romantic scenes at the beginning was a bit dumb, but it

quickly got better. Pettrey did a great job of showing her characters as being committed to purity,

without preaching about it.The faith element in this story also seemed stronger than it had in any of

the other stories.

And so ends the Alaskan Courage Series - and what a fitting end it is. Reef and Kirra, thrown

together as a SAR support team, find themselves in the midst of a kidnapping. Determined to find

her cousin and help her uncle, Kirra is surprised when Reef offers her his help to stop the unfolding

tragedy.I had to stop and catch my breath after the first chapter. This book is jam packed with

action. If you're a lover of Dani Pettrey's Alaskan Courage series (as I am) you will already know

that Sabotaged is a must read. For those of you that haven't yet come across the series, then know

if you love romance, action, suspense and drama all wrapped up in the glorious scenery of Alaska

and with the added bonus of a big family of siblings to follow through adventures and love, then you

need to get reading. You could read the books out of sequence as each story is complete in its own

right, but some of the stories are introduced in the previous books, so reading the books

chronologically would certainly make it easier to keep up with the characters and backstories. In any



case, it's worth it to read them all.The story jumps very quickly into the action and starts out feeling

a little choppy as we switch points of view from Reef and Kirra, to the rescuers and then to the bad

guys. As the story develops, the action is fleshed out a little and I loved seeing the interactions

between past characters, particularly Kayden and Jake. The suspense is edge of your seat stuff and

keeps at a fair pace through the entire book. Reef and Kirra are swoon-worthy. I loved Kirra's

struggle with her past and Kirra really is the focus, with Reef having sorted some of his issues in the

last book (I did mention Reef is gorgeously handsome, sensitive, kind and playful, right? Sigh).
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